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In Basel in 2016, a year between my master at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis and taking up a doctoral
offer at Oxford, I was suddenly in a unique position to help Crawford Young tackle a problem that has
plagued medieval performers and luthiers for decades. I had been observing Young’s process of research
into the cetra for three years while studying as his student at the SCB, loosely following lines of
reasoning about a medieval plucked instrument that has more or less been misunderstood or overlooked
by the organological community. It is easy to understand why the instrument has been missed out by
HIP: the cetra, a seemingly unique Italian instrument that has been lumped together with the history of
the citole on one hand and the cittern on the other, has a scant body of evidence on which to base any
understanding of its history or function within Italian repertoire. 1 It also has no near cognates in current
performing traditions, meaning that anyone who wishes to study its performance practice must
conceptualize this completely from the ground up. Scholarship has only vaguely acknowledged the
frequency of the appearance of the cetra in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century Italian art, all but ignoring
the fact that a type of citole variant or cittern precursor is depicted in several Italian iconographic sources
with concordant features across the visual gamut. Until recently very recently—with the publication of
Young’s dissertation La Cetra Cornuta: The Horned Lyre of the Christian World (Uni. Leiden, 2018),
collections of early cetra iconography suffered from poor-quality photography, and by extension, poor
interpretation of the details that might be used to building a functional history. 2
Young has made the case for persistence in spite of technical challenges, being familiar with
overcoming the sort of doubts that often underpin foundational understandings of many types of
medieval performance. As a pioneer in plectrum lute and other early plucked strings, Young has been
regularly confronted with enigmatic images of cetrae, and has grown increasingly discontent with their
related organological narratives. Over the years a constellation of images slowly crystallized into a case
for study, and Young realized that there was still one avenue left to mine for information on the
instrument: in the same way that the performance of medieval music has often driven musicological
insight, the building of cetrae from iconography should expose and highlight new avenues of inquiry.
I will not be focusing on the historical contextualization of medieval Italian cetrae, as readers can find
this in Young’s dissertation. This presentation serves as a workshop report of the problems, potential
solutions to problems, insights, and further questions that arise from attempting to ‘build’ a
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cetra using little else than a few related iconographic sources. I hesitate to use the term ‘reconstruction’
to describe this activity, as I wish to leave the models and commentary here as provisional. 3
Young rightly demanded that his research cetra be made by someone with experience in carving
monoxylic instruments, and who could understand the pitfalls of building on autopilot in the mode of
lutes, guitars, or viols. I came to study at the SCB with roughly five years of experience in building early
bowed and plucked strings, and had been recently focusing on monoxylic medieval fiddles. 4 The
building of monoxylic instruments is notoriously labor-intensive, and is often a prohibitively expensive
process, and it is therefore rarely done for purely research purposes. The craft is also highly interpretive;
until recently there was little primary information upon which luthiers could rely. 5 Apart from a few
peripheral surviving monoxylic instruments, builders were inclined to study non-western construction
techniques, or to rely on methodical guesswork. The guesswork method has paid off for communities
that have supported medievalist luthiery for a few generations, such as that centralized in Basel. Richard
Earle, for instance, has been producing carved instruments for decades, often for the SCB, and has
developed a highly personal repertoire of styles and techniques. By 2016, opinions draw upon a rich
background of monoxylic experiments, and a sort of community standard pervades the minds and
markets of medieval performers connected to the Basel hub and elsewhere.
A particular challenge for the project was the interpretation of the block fret system that appears in
cetra iconography and elsewhere. 6 Block frets—wooden string stops—are one feature that distinguish
cetrae from many other members of the medieval necked chordophone family. While many examples
of the block fret system show up in fifteenth-century images, the period with which this project was
concerned was c.1180–1320, focusing specifically upon the sculpture of the Ferrara Duomo (stone,
perhaps mid-13th century, Fig. 1), and comparing the details of the sixteen instruments held by Elders of
the Apocalypse in frescoes at the Lower Basilica of the Duomo of Assisi (1300–1320, Fig. 2). In an
attempt to construct a ‘working’ model of a cetra, several questions of block fret design arose, which,
as I shall discuss, present problems for conceptualizing the tunings and functions of these instruments. I
will provide my opinion, from the perspective of a luthier tasked at making a functional block fret
system, on the artists’ intended meanings in rendering these details.

I reserve the use the term reconstruction for projects which can draw upon real surviving material. As with any
iconographic representation of a musical instrument, we must be keenly aware of the layers of interpretation
involved in its original creation and transmission to the modern viewer. If a project is based on medieval
iconography, even a single source, luthiers are wise to term their final creation an interpretation. This is vastly
different from building a copy of an instrument from a surviving model, and signals the influence, argument, and
tastes of a particular luthier in the resulting provisional model.
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Figure 1: Ferrara Duomo Cetra, Photo: Young dissertation CE8.

Figure 2: Assisi Cetra (one of sixteen). 7

Part 1: Assisi Cetra Model
As a warm-up exercise to the central project, Young asked me to interpret the sixteen iconographic
representations of cetrae in the lower basilica of St. Francis, Assisi, and to deduce a prototypical model
from them (Fig. 3). The depictions of cetrae in Assisi are notoriously unclear in terms of their details,
and introduce perhaps more questions than answers for modern viewers. For instance, the details that
might appear in one of the images cannot be corroborated with the next, and thus invite the accusation
of ‘extemporization’ or ‘mistake’ on the part of the artist. One can only guess at the degree to which
these representations correspond to real instruments from the time. I decided to create a sort of workshop
amalgamation of all available details which would be supported by Young’s latest interpretations of the
images in relation to his current research. Young was careful to allow me to report problems and doubts
in the processes of reconstituting details from iconography in a modern working model, as he was
interested in cataloguing any issues of logic in translating the visual to the material.
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Figure 3: Assisi Cetra Model, Jacob Mariani.
From the Assisi images, I constructed a chart of possible fret shapes, which I provide here (discussed in
detail below). 8
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All diagrams are presented as exaggerations of physical concept, not meant to be taken as precise physical
models.
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Seven of the Assisi cetrae show eight to possibly eleven equilateral-triangular-prism-style frets (C3),
four of them show virtually nothing, while at least four more show a single fret at about the middle of
the instrument, and another shows wide trough-style divides across the neck (B3). Toward the beginning
of the Assisi model project, an important step seemed to be in deducing how the number of frets could
correspond to some plausible tuning, and therefore, how I should fix frets’ spatial layout or division. Of
the Assisi examples depicted with eight to 11 frets, these frets extend onto the main body of the
instrument from beyond the meeting of the neck with the body. I imagined that the frets roughly

corresponded to a chromatic tuning and could be more or less measured to divide a string length that
included a hypothetical bridge. But there came a significant observation: equilateral triangular prism
frets of exactly the same size and butted up flush against one another (C3) cannot create a working
western scale; they divide an equal-interval ratio scale based upon the space between the ‘nut’ and the
first fret that, if related at all to the appearance of Assisi-style images, does not mark out an octave. None
of these images can be measured to produce a coherent scale. As a secondary observation, I highlight
problems with this model stemming from the nut: I went on the assumption that the strings needed some
sort of groove at the nut end (which may appear indistinguishable from the first stopping fret), and indeed
grooves are shown in some of the images. But as soon as a groove is cut, it lowers the effective height
of the triangular prism, and creates a stop against the following fret. That means that, in order to function,
the ‘nut’ would have to be a slightly larger triangular prism, and nowhere is it shown this way. I created
a workaround of this problem by generalizing the cluster of frets as an object or item in itself, assuming
that the artist chose to display his frets according to visual convenience and effect—these examples of
instruments are after all situated extremely far from the ground observer. I cut a very long triangular
prism of maple whose sides corresponded to the size of the smallest necessary distance between frets
no. 7 to 8 within a divided octave, and left gaps between the others toward the nut end, knowing full
well that this was a concession to a direct rendering of the Assisi imagery. I attempted to make my 8th
fret roughly match the average distance of the ends of the fret ‘clusters’ as shown in most of the images.
This created a visual effect that is not too far from the frescoed examples, but resulted in some interesting
(potential) problems—the first being that a plucked string that is stopped against a high triangular-prism
fret has a very unstable pitch, especially in instruments of this small size, due to the highly variable
pressure of the stopping finger. 9 As expected, the gaps between my chromatic fret system was visually
distinctly dissimilar from the iconographic fret clusters.
The arrangements of pegs as well as their shapes seems highly realistic in these depictions: the pegs
seem to be shown functioning as any luthier might expect. There is of course the possibility that the pegs
are meant to be interpreted as acting as a stopped nut, as has been suggested of some medieval fiddles
by Christopher Page, but in most cases that would further confuse the regular arrangement of fixed
frets. 10 I measured some convenient peg holes that would allow easy passage of four strings over the
nut, as well as the corresponding passage of a single off-board string.
Now here is where my training, and thus my own ‘autopilot’, caused me to overlook and bypass an
important feature of the Assisi cetra depictions: that of their neck profiles and the shapes of the plane of
their strings. On my model I measured the width of the nut-stopped end of the neck in order to facilitate
fingering separate strings. I measured the bridge to facilitate plucking separate strings as well, giving
space to the plectrum between the individual strings as I expected to be the appropriate playing
technique. That meant that the shape of the string plane fanned outward, becoming wider from the nut
to the bridge. Virtually all necked chordophones from the late fifteenth century (when iconography
becomes highly clarified and surviving instruments begin to contribute construction details) seem to
conform to this spatial disposition, having necks that become gradually wider as they progress toward
the body of the instrument (this also makes fixing tied frets possible). The only exception to this is
possibly the cittern—which is probably the nearest surviving ancestor to the cetra—where the opposite
is true: the string plane shape shrinks toward the bridge, presumably to facilitate playing chords, and the
instrument has fixed, metal frets and a neck shape that wouldn’t allow for the tied variety. 11 My
It is often pointed out that certain Asian lutes employ similarly high frets. These instruments are generally much
larger and use very high tension, but provide an interesting comparison nonetheless.
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‘autopilot’ created a neck profile that did not correspond to any of the instruments in the original
paintings. The Assisi examples show parallel strings that never fan out toward either the nut or the
bridge. My erroneous decision also made a difficult job of cutting the block frets to fit the variable neck
width, as it was necessary to shape the width of each fret to fit a unique and complex space on the neck,
an issue that would not have arisen for an instrument with a parallel-sided neck. The backs of the necks
of Assisi cetrae are not shown, and therefore we cannot assume anything of their shapes, other than that
weight-saving and ergonomic measures were likely employed in these instrument types, especially in a
monoxylic mode.
Five of the Assisi cetrae display roses that sit roughly at the widest and roundest part of the instrument
body, directly beneath where the plectrum meets the strings. In these cases, the placements of the roses
leave little physical room for any hypothetical bridge. The four roses that are depicted further up the
body of the instrument are also covered by the plucking hand. Seven do not show roses. All of the roses
shown are at least partially covered by the hand, leaving me with the suspicion that the artist painted his
Elders first and his roses sometime later. In constructing my soundboard, I did not get into any complex
carving or ‘voicing’, as I might do with a medieval instrument. 12 Instead I thinned a piece of lowland
spruce uniformly to about 2mm, so that it would be flexible yet stable without any added bracing (aside
from a single thin support under the rose to protect from damage during use or transport). A soundboard
any thicker would have demanded more time for cutting the rose, and likely would have opened the
question of ‘voicing’ to keep the instrument from being unnecessarily muted. The inside of the
instrument corpus was roughly hollowed to about 3 or 4 millimeters everywhere, making the back of the
instrument slightly flexible, but not egg-shell thin.
Questions of cetra bridges cannot be solved by viewing the Assisi examples, as none of them actually
show a bridge. While it is reasonable to expect bridges as necessary features in reality, it is important to
consider whether the instruments that inspired the artist actually had them. The fact that other
contemporary depictions of cetrae do in fact show bridges should help us by isolating the Assisi
examples as unique in this respect. Experimenting with bridgeless models might provide further clues.
One of the Assisi frescoes shows a sort of crenellated comb at the lowest point of the instrument through
which the strings pass, and which are then fixed with two pins. I first attempted to closely replicate this
feature, hoping that the string comb could provide a good contact point for the strings against the
soundboard. However, upon putting the instrument under tension and plucking some notes, it became
obvious that the soundboard was not being activated—it sounded like strings stretched between two
solid points with no resonating body between. A simple bridge made from the same material as the block
frets and placed between the rose and the comb made a dramatic difference, activating the soundboard
with ample vibration and projection. It was not a subtle improvement in sound, but a distinctive change,
and with this hypothetical bridge the sound was quite pleasant.
Part 2: The Ferrara Duomo Cetra
Upon returning from a trip to Ferrara that involved of a state-of-the-art rented camera, Young supplied
me with updated images of the sculpture. Before selecting a suitable block of wood for the body of the
instrument, I worked independently on a technical drawing, as Young wanted to put the luthier’s
problem-solving skills to work prior to applying his own ideas of interpretation. I was happy for this, as
the block of Basle maple that I procured was of a large size that is exceedingly difficult to find in a
McGee, Instruments and Their Music in the Middle Ages. Music in Medieval Europe. Farnham, Surrey;
Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2009, 272.
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‘Voicing’ refers to the strategic thinning of sections of vibrating material (usually the soundboard or back)
toward achieving a particular character in sound, or simply for gaining desired resonance.

stable, aged condition. Once the carving begins, it is often impossible to change general shapes or
proportions. We determined possible sizes for the instrument based on these limitations of material, and
qualified these by taking an outline form from one of the distant, frontal photos of the sculpture. 13 I
transferred my idealized technical drawing to the raw block of wood, and made fine adjustments from
there. The Assisi model served as a starting point for structural decisions, yet though that model was
built in a monoxylic mode, I did not carve its sides inward for the classic ‘scalloped’ effect, since that
detail is not shown on any of the frescoes. The Ferrara sculpture, by contrast, is deeply scalloped, and
also displays a variable width along its sides: widest at its shoulders or wings, tapering toward the
soundboard’s widest point, and finally curving dramatically toward its comb or string holder at the
bottom. It should be noted that, as is true with scalloped sides, this dramatic curve almost certainly
eliminates any logic of having a back that is joined to the irregular edge of the sides. That process would
be very time-consuming and wasteful of wood, indeed more difficult and roundabout than simply
carving the whole thing from one block. In any case, it is important to think of the approach toward a
stylistic result, as wood has always been precious, and luthiers have surely always been preoccupied
with finding economical solutions to the consumption of raw materials. Thinking of the approach to
saving wood (time, labor) might shed light on various features in iconography and their potential
connections to real material constructions. 14
The Ferrara cetra pegbox seems to show twelve pegs in three rows, with deep recesses between the
rows. The cheeks of the pegbox are not parallel—they diverge outward from the nut and tilt gradually
back. The tilt is a nice solution to the problem of strings popping free of their individual grooves in the
nut. The nut extends beyond the left cheek of the pegbox, presumably relating to one or more off-board
strings. The bridge, correspondingly, also extends asymmetrically leftward. It is my suspicion that some
sort of sculpted figure once sat upon the top of the pegbox and is now lost. Other images of cetrae,
especially later ones, often feature sculpted heads. Without viewing the Ferrara sculpture up-close and
from above, however, it is impossible to tell how the pegbox terminates.
The Ferrara cetra rose is made up of seventeen holes arranged in a circle with a larger hole piercing
the center. One might be tempted to extract some significance from the numbers 17 or 18 as they relate
to the instrument or the apocalyptic scene. However, I would suggest that their numerical arrangement
might reflect merely the limitations of stone drills in conveying a balanced and proportionate ring. The
rose is neatly placed where one might expect a plectrum to strum, perhaps to be at least partially obscured
by a player’s hand.
Taken at face value, the great variety of these depictions of block fret systems seemed to owe itself to
corruptions in translation. The artists, whether working in stone or fresco, fought against the limitations
of their medium in conveying the details of working instruments to their audiences, often at long
distances. A similar problem arises in images of instruments depicted in smaller forms of media. The
models that informed the artists, whether real or imaginary, could not be displayed fac simile, so the
artists relied on an exaggeration of details that would resonate with the intended audience’s visual
vocabulary. Therefore, while an instrument in art might not ‘work’ for the criteria of actually producing
music, it might satisfy the notions of what an instrument needed, according to the distant viewer, to be
categorized by type and symbolically understood. In the cases of Romanesque and early Gothic cetra
The body to neck ratio is about 1/1. With a tape measure against the printed photo I measured that at
1/1.02. The pegbox is at nearly ⅕. I measured to .215 against the length of the whole instrument. The fret cluster
(from the edge of the nut) is roughly 3/10 against the length of the whole instrument. The distance from the center
of the rose from the bottom of the fret cluster is about 4/9 of the entire soundboard length, the bridge is centered
about ⅔. The soundboard at its widest point is roughly 3/10 against the length of the whole instrument.
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iconography, relative or symbolic understanding might have overridden precise details of measurement
and functionality.
But how then is a modern maker, who is by trade primarily concerned with measurement and
functionality, to extrapolate these ingredients from this limited media environment to produce a working
model? By accepting that there was in fact generalization and exaggeration at play, we might avoid the
trap of modeling upon distorted details. But merely avoiding the trap does not disarm it—that is only
accomplished through what I would call triangulation: finding details that can be corroborated through
several different forms of media. That way the likelihoods of their existences in reality are scaffolded
by a variety of visual languages.
We can also test the likelihood of details in reality by exploring their functionality in the workshop
and weighing our findings against a historical and musical context. Details of the block fret system that
one expects to have been at the root of early cetra depictions—the real objects that informed the artists
of the time—are not available to us. To date we have been forced to derive details from modern
assumptions about frettings and early plucked-string instrument designs, as well as from later
iconography that depicts block frets (including other cetrae). Our first tasks should be to identify what
assumptions we might be bringing to the conception of how a cetra should work, and to suppress the
tendency for generalizations that come from modern traditions in luthiery. This involves
experimentation—sometimes donating shop hours to exploring a concept that is likely doomed to fail. I
believe it is necessary to categorize and realize as many theoretical models of block-fret systems as
possible, whether or not some models immediately satisfy our modern expectations. In the contexts of
‘building’ the Ferrara Duomo cetra, I provide a discussion of my physical models of these systems
(below).
The Ferrara cetra shows five cuboid frets which are separate from the nut. It should be noted that
they are roughly as thick as the bridge, but considerably taller. This is a good example of detail in an
image or sculpture which cannot have any basis in reality—in order for the strings to pass from the nut
to the bridge, anything between these fixed points must be lower. The spaces between the blocks are
roughly the inverse shape of the blocks themselves. The main question that follows perhaps all examples
of cetrae that show cuboid frets: upon which edge of the blocks are the strings stopped? There are not
unlimited possibilities. My list attempts to model the possible (conceptual) arrangements of block fret
systems, amongst these the type shown in the Ferrara example, and should serve as a vocabulary and
typology for labeling the details that we see in the iconographic examples. I caution that the details of
these examples are visually exaggerated as to illustrate specific concepts; real working models will
be measured quite differently and produce more subtle visual results.

Block Fret System Models
W (Winternitz)

This model is based on the claims of block fret function proposed by Winternitz, described as terraced,
or ‘arranged in steps of slightly different height’. 15 One can observe here (in exaggeration) a potential
problem with this system: as the cuboid block frets decrease in height away from the nut, they also come
away from the plane of the string. But perhaps most problematic is the flatness of the blocks, for if they
are arranged without gaps, then unless they are tilted one cannot produce a distinct fret edge by pressing
directly upon them. The pitch would be necessarily imprecise, and the strings would have the potential
to buzz indiscriminately when pressed against the block frets’ flat surfaces. Placing gaps between the
cuboid frets creates a provisional solution to the problem of fretting edge, as a player could create a clean
stop by pressing the gaps between the blocks, but this still does not add any logic to the idea of
‘terracing’. 16 One might consider that Winternitz was imagining his terraced frets as being slightly
angled, because without this feature his model seems untested and historically improbable. It also may
be that Winternitz had simply misinterpreted the oftentimes narrowing lateral widths of the frets as they
progress down the neck, a feature that is shown clearly in a sculpture by Luca della Robbia, but less so
in the Gubbio intarsia, as discussed by Segermann. 17 Depictions of this physical disposition, as the
Gubbio example seems to show, have the potential to be confused as ‘steps’ (Fig. 4). The profiles of
these blocks all seem to be the same, and therefore the system seems to resemble a straightforward B1

Emanuel Winternitz, ‘The Survival of the Kithara and the Evolution of the English Cittern: a Study in
Morphology’, in Musical Instruments and their Symbolosm in Western Art, (London, Faber, 1967), 60.
16
There is the chance that Winternitz was thinking of the graduated approach to fretting often employed by
lutenists and viol players, but this effect would not be evidenced in iconography showing block fret systems, and
is conceptually unnecessary.
17
Segermann.
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with variable lateral widths (extending toward our expectation of the ‘bass’ side of the neck). However,
as I discuss below, the B1 system does not fully explain the Gubbio example.

Figure 4: Closeup of Gubbio Cetra (c1480). 18

E. Segerman "Another look at the Cetra in the Gubbio instarsia", Fellowship of Makers and Restorers of Historic
Instruments Quarterly 118, Guildford, U.K., 52. Segerman’s discussion of the Gubbio cetra is fraught with
problems, most of which arise from his poor reading of the image.
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A1

In model A1, cuboid frets are made by making a single long block and cutting it into equally-sized
pieces. The width of each fret would necessarily correspond to the smallest divisible space of that section
of the tuned scale. The edge furthest from the nut becomes the stopping or fretting edge, as the rest of
the block top is scraped or filed away. The fret only needs to rise by a fraction of a millimeter to
effectively stop the string—roughly the same difference at the thickness of a tied gut fret, for comparison.
This type of block fretting system can be identified by the visual compressing of the regular gaps
between the frets as they progress toward the bridge. As the block fret size stays the same, the
compression of the divisions of the scale would be clearly visible.
A2

The same principle of physical division is true for Chrom A2 as in A1, but in this model the frets are all
cut from the same piece of wood. The division is sawn downward, again not necessarily by more than a
fraction of a millimeter, and the excess wood is chiseled, scraped, or filed away. No gaps are visible, but
this model can be identified by its ‘saw-tooth’ profile.
A3

For A3, Cuboid frets are all cut and shaped individually according to their placement on the scale
divisions. In a chromatic system, the block frets closest to the nut will be visually broader, with more

surface area for the stopping finger. The gaps between the frets can be minimized if not closed altogether.
This model is the most time-consuming to build, as there is little room for error and no way to streamline
the cutting of many blocks, facet by facet.
Variations of all A models are possible where the saw-tooth profile is reversed. In In these cases,
the closest edge to the nut becomes the stopping edge.
A4

B1

The making of B1 mirrors the process of A1. All blocks are cut from one longer block, and thus have
exactly the same shape. The width of each fret would necessarily correspond to the smallest divisible
space within the fretted portion of the string length of the tuned scale. However, the method of stopping
the string differs in that the string is pressed against the edge closest to the nut by using the gaps between
the blocks. The gaps between the block frets also become visually compressed as they progress toward
the bridge. A potential problem with locating this system in iconography: in order for the system to
work, there presumably must be a gap between the nut and first block fret that would be wider than the
block fret itself. While this would seem to be a defining feature of this system in reality, to my knowledge
it is not observed in any iconographic example. Some have interpreted the Gubbio intarsia to be
demonstrating a B1 type fret system, but the first gap is extremely small (Fig. 4).

B2

The making of B2 mirrors the process of A2, but the system functions as B1.
B3

B3 is a hypothetical model that seems to be shown in only one iconographic example: in one of the
Assisi frescoes (Fig. 5). It is unique in that there are no true block frets. Instead, troughs are seemingly
cut into the neck itself. The stopping edge is presumably flush with the soundboard. I would add that
there is no evidence of a stopping nut in the Assisi example, and I am not able to describe how the strings
would be uniformly stopped at the nut end. As stated above, regular horizontal frets necessitate a uniform
string length for all strings, and the Assisi example produces variable lengths as the strings are attached
directly to the pegs. I conclude that something is missing from the logic of the Assisi depiction—it is
likely that the artist was improvising to merely create the impression of block frets, not reporting directly
from a functional model.
Note to all B systems: From an engineering standpoint, one would have to ask, since only the
front edge of B is used to stop the fret, what is the purpose of the rest of the fret block’s mass? An answer
could be that minimizing the gaps between the fret blocks could help to stabilize the pitch of the stopped

strings. Young has tried a B system with other models of cetrae with some success, but to me it seems
slightly less direct than using angled (A system) frets upon which the finger depresses the string.

Figure 5: Assisi B3 example.
C1

Something like C1 is observed in Assisi examples, as stated above. Experiments with the Assisi cetra
led me to the conclusion that C1 works best with small and therefore low triangular prism frets. If these
frets are roughly as tall as the gaps between them, as the iconography seems to show, it is extremely
difficult to create a stable, stopped pitch.
C2a

As B2, Stopping shapes cut from a ‘monoblock’ (as B2) or the neck itself (as B3), but with a triangular
profile. This one is also hypothetical—not observed anywhere. If this method were employed, one would
have to ask why it wouldn’t have evolved into a shallower variant (C2b), and from there, why not
eliminate the downward ramp that falls away beyond the stopping edge, which arrives again at the
‘sawtooth’ system A2.
C2b

C3

I have created C3 to demonstrate the above-mentioned impossible system of flushly-arranged equilateral
triangular prisms. Using a common nut height means that the number of frets quickly crowds the
fingerboard as though it follows a proportionally equal and thus microtonal stopping scheme. At the
opposite extreme, enlarging the equilateral triangles to fit a standard Western scale division would mean
that they would grow larger than is ergonomically viable. The C3 system is nevertheless employed
(probably absent-mindedly, or, as I argue above, symbolically) by the Assisi artist in at least one
depiction. Repeating equilateral triangles cannot be tuned to any known scale, as their sizes and
dispositions are equally fixed.

D1

(scalloped)

D1 works in principle, however, there are no examples of this system in earlier cetra iconography.
Observations
The building of the Ferrara cetra has been a valuable exercise in the profits and pitfalls in the
interpretation of instruments in medieval iconography. While Young and I strained to understand how
block fret systems might have achieved a chromatic scale up to the octave, we initially failed to consider
that early cetrae might not have been intended to provide a full range of semi-tones. In that case,
arrangements of just four or five block frets might have been sufficient for expressing diatonic
tetrachords.
Advancements were made in terms of our interpretations of certain details that appear in sculpture. As
can be seen in my photographs of the finished model, details such as the size of bridge and nut seem
grotesquely ill-fitting. Once the instrument was set up to produce sound, with strings and a working fret
system (according to how we assumed a fret system of the time to ‘work’), much of the experimental
bridge and nut became excess weight, excess mass, and generally poor for sound translation. I can say,
with increased certainty and precision, that many elements of sculptural representations of these
instruments have been visually exaggerated.
A valuable observation came from interpreting ‘string-plane-shape’ in images, which has
consequences for the shape of the model’s neck. Many cetrae examples seem to show parallel necks and
parallel string planes. A fresh look at the cetra in Parma c.1180 by Benedetto Antelami (Fig. 5)
demonstrates that its string plane shape is in fact not parallel, but tapered toward the bridge—the inverse
of my original assumption and indeed the inverse of what we may expect to find in other medieval
necked chordophones. There is much more to come from this observation, as I believe it has real
consequences for the narrative of the musical function of these instruments: away from single-line
playing and toward a ‘chordal’ style of accompaniment.
My personal opinion on cuboid fret function is that A1 is the easiest to make, tune, and maintain, as the
player adjusts to wear on the wooden frets over time. I believe A1 is also the likeliest system to have
been used historically, that this system informed the visual vocabulary of trecento artists. I believe that
it is in the exaggeration of the details of A1 (especially a diatonic A1) that artists caused, in their 21stcentury audiences, conflicting or confused receptions. My interpretation was influenced by a close study
of the later Gubbio cetra intarsia (Fig. 4). The Gubbio example shows what seem at first glance to be 6
flat block frets of a B1 system, but problems are created in reading it as such. The first block is basically
superfluous in a B1 system, as the nearest pressing edge is presented only at block two. It could be that
the first block was positioned to narrow the pressing gap and make the pitch more stable, or just for
visual regularity. But to follow the Gubbio image precisely would produce a scale with an abnormally
long first stop, followed by a very short second stop—a disposition that would defy even a visual
exaggeration of common early temperaments. To imagine instead that the tops of the cuboid blocks were
slightly tilted, so slightly as to be undetectable in an intarsia or other artistic impression, creates an A1
system that is fully functional and makes sense of several visual features in the example. A close

inspection reveals another defining feature of an A1 system in true chromatic disposition: the gaps
between the blocks successively shrink as they move away from the nut, which would invalidate the
argument for needing a regular and stable gap width for creating a B1. In considering this example as a
somewhat imprecisely rendered A1 system, the gap between the nut and the first fret suddenly seems
logical, especially if one assumes that the starting block from which all other frets were cut corresponds
to the thickness and width of the fret furthest up the scale (the 6th fret block, when the gaps are effectively
closed). Thus, I argue that the Gubbio intarsia, while at first glance seems to show flat blocks (B1), was
based on a model that used very slightly angled frets (A1).
*******
Since this paper was first presented, Young has published an extensive discussion of cetrae, their
functions, and fret types. His arguments differ from mine in a few respects: Young offers the keen
suggestion that block fret systems might represent attempts at symbolizing the kollopes of the ancient
kithara, and that their functions could therefore be following first a visual criterion before a purely
technological one. 19 If true, it has implications for deducing the ‘function’ of this fret system from
iconographic examples, possibly making the process less straightforward than this short paper outlines.
In his dissertation Young concludes that the block fret system offers more than one solution to stopping
or manipulating the strings, and that our desire to ‘solve’ its function by seeking a single approach might
be misguided. Amongst the various approaches to stopping the cetra’s strings, Young favors the
possibility of pressing the gaps between the blocks (I have defined this model as B 1-3). 20 He adds to
this type of system by suggesting that one might also press on the tops of flat blocks for other effects.21
My own opinion from the perspective of designing and building these block fret systems has not
changed—I still suspect that the A1 system where one presses on the top of a slightly angled block
presents the most viable and direct method of stopping a string, regardless of the string’s material. But
Young’s argument that there are possibly many solutions should be taken seriously, for it reminds us
that our own attempts at ‘solving’ a medieval historical problem have the potential to supply the sources
with our own expectations, obscuring the rich and strange information that often runs contrary to modern
musical needs. This is precisely how the cetra remained largely overlooked or misinterpreted for all of
these years. Our documented attempts at interpreting the technologies of these images medieval
instruments represent mere scratches on the surface of the problem of musical function, each one helping
to reveal an increasingly foreign landscape of possibilities and (projected) intentions. This fact should
not deter us, on the contrary, the renewed presence of strangeness or unsettlement should confirm that
we are enriching our knowledge and challenging the unseen barriers that prevent access to something
truly medieval. Our models of block fret systems will undoubtedly benefit from a new culture of
experimentation, with many approaches, all of which will follow an ever sharpening and rapidly
updating field of iconographic examples.

Young, La Cetra Cornuta, 572 and elsewhere.
Ibid., 656.
21
Ibid., 669.
19
20

Figure 5: Antelami Cetra, Parma. The inverse string-splay-shape is also apparent in the fiddle in this
same sculpture, but that discussion is best reserved for another paper. 22

From:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Citole,_rosette_(ca._1180)_by_Benedetto_Antelami,_Parma.jpg,
accessed 10/10/2017.
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The finished Ferrara Cetra model with A3 fret model
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